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ABSTRACT 

Internet of Things (IoT) has become a backbone technology that connects together various 

devices with diverse capabilities. It is a technology, which enables ubiquitously available 

digital services for end-users. IoT applications for mission-critical scenarios need strict 

performance indicators such as of latency, scalability, security and privacy. To fulfil these 

requirements, IoT also requires support from relevant enabling technologies, such as 

cloud, edge, virtualization and fifth generation mobile communication (5G) technologies. 
For Latency-critical applications and services, long routes between the traditional cloud 

server and end-devices (sensors /actuators) is not a feasible approach for computing at 

these data centres, although these traditional cloud provide very high computational and 

storage for current IoT system. MEC model can be used to overcome this challenge, which 

brings the CC computational capacity within or next on the access network base stations. 

However, the capacity to perform the most critical processes at the local network layer 

is often necessary to cope with the access network issues. Therefore, this thesis compares 

the two existing IoT models such as traditional cloud-IoT model, a MEC-based edge-

cloud-IoT model, with proposed local edge-cloud-IoT model with respect to their 

performance and efficiency, using iFogSim simulator. The results consolidate our 

research team’s previous findings that utilizing the three-tier edge-IoT architecture, 

capable of optimally utilizing the computational capacity of each of the three tiers, is an 

effective measure to reduce energy consumption, improve end-to-end latency and 

minimize operational costs in latency-critical It applications. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

 

In this digital world, Internet of Thing (IoT) is gaining immense attention due to its frequent 

use in almost each aspect of our daily life. In wireless communication, modern advance 

developed technologies also support and secure the concept of enabled services globally [1][7]. 

Modern IoT applications enabled by such emerging developments that require highly critical 

and demanding network requirements. Automated delay sensitive Industrial IoT (IIoT), for 

example, establishes stringent criteria to execute various processes safely and on the provided 

time for underlying network system [13].  

Centralized cloud servers are considered an ideal location to process most of the IoT devices, 

end-devices data sent to the high computing and efficient processors in the cloud [39][40]. 

According to cisco in [2], the number of end-devices will reach 50 billion by 2020 and can 

generate 80% of the data traffic over internet open critical challenges to a traditional cloud-

only-approach and it is not suitable for mass-critical applications and services [6][7][76]. That 

is for three main reasons. First, large distance between the end-devices and the centralized cloud 

for processing produce high end-to-end latency and bandwidth. Second, the openness to 

security threats is high as the raw data propagates far away from its source. Third, underlying 

networks required high capacity i.e. data delivering to and from center to internet backbone is 

always higher than the pace of the internet backbone. 

With edge computing paradigm, the end devices sensitive data is processed to the edge of 

the network and close to the end-devices. It is a novel computing layer between centralized 

cloud and end-devices to meet these challenges in the low latency, high performance [60][70].  

In mass-critical IoT applications, Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) available at mobile access 

network would add value to the overall network. Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) servers are 

available at mobile access network will provide benefit to the overall network in the context of 

high demanding IoT applications. However, the current MEC model has some limitations.  

 However, there are still some limitations with the current MEC model. In smart latency 

sensitive applications, continuous communication is in demand for critical process execution 

and also avoid the flow of the sensitive data to unauthorized servers/devices [40][64]. 

Therefore, it is important to investigate the possibility of utilizing local available resources to 

handle the most crucial data analysis and decision-making to endure a reliable operation across 

access-network connectivity problems. To handle the data-intensive and real-time IoT 

applications, compared to the traditional cloud, several various alternatives of the network 

architecture is required.  

With the emergence of data-intensive and real time IoT applications, there is a clear need of 

various alternatives of the network architectures besides the traditional IoT centralized cloud. 

Hence, for delay-intolerant decision, it is significant to process and storage at the edge layer. 

Furthermore, local layer is not capable since IoT devices are capacity constraint than edge 

devices, so it is unfeasible to process all the data locally.  

 Therefore, in this context, processing and storage at the IoT edge and local/device layer is 

crucial for delay-intolerant decisions. It is also important to notice that devices or hardware 

resources at the local layer are not as capable as at the Edge, so it is therefore not feasible to 

bring all the functionalities to the local level. The scientific group has therefore considered the 

best and efficient approaches at the edge and local layer.  
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1.2 Aim of the Work  

The main objective of this thesis is to study the performance and efficiency of IoT-related 

communication and computation on a theoretical level with varying numbers of end-nodes, real 

time-application scenarios, and different deployment options. The results of the thesis have also 

been published in the 6G summit paper [110]. The deployment types range from fully 

centralized cloud-based operation, through access network edge-based operation (MEC) to 

fully decentralized local edge-based operation.  

The goal is to design a simulation model on a selected available simulators which, can handle 

CC , EC and Local edge computing paradigm in order to compare and evaluate the performance 

and efficiency between three-tier IoT models. Following are the performance indicators in this 

thesis: 

 End-to-end latency  

 Network Load,  

 Power Consumption 

 

The aim of the thesis shown in the Figure 1. In order to reduce the network workload and 

increase the overall efficiency of current available IoT models such as CC and Edge paradigm, 

Local edge IoT is an emerging paradigm that is required to overcome this problem. 

Furthermore, it helps to secure the user private data more securely and reduce the 

communication path failure between application server and end devices than CC and EC 

paradigm. 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Emerging IoT network architecture [39]. 

 

1.3 Thesis Structure  

The structure of the thesis is organized as follows.  

In Section 2, background knowledge is presented in order to understand the full extent of the 

stated solution. This section first explains the fine grounds of IoT technology and its challenges. 

Furthermore, emerging IoT-models are reviewed in details such as Fog, Edge and Local Edge 

computing basics, applications, benefits, architecture, and challenges are discussed to give the 

reader a background about the technologies used. Section 3, covers the existing IoT models that 
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are designed for different less critical and critical-latency applications requirement. In the end, 

purposed model is designed using IIoT use-case scenario to overcome the overall performance 

of the network and evaluated various performance matrices. Section 4, covers the available 

simulation tools and their limitations used for different use-case IoT scenarios in CC, EC and 

LEC paradigm. Further, the most suitable simulation tool is selected after reviewing research 

views available research for our proposed model. The performance evaluation of traditional 

cloud-IoT model, a MEC-based edge-cloud-IoT model, and a local edge-cloud-IoT model with 

respect to their performance and efficiency is tested and results are displayed and discussed. 

Section 5, discussion and potential future work are highlighted. In the end, Section 6 concludes 

the thesis with a summary of the work done. 
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2 RELATED WORK 

This section covers state of the art technologies definitions and theoretical background to 

provide a clear picture for the reader. Furthermore, this thesis describes existing technologies 

used in IoT applications, current IoT models, benefits and their challenges.  
 

2.1 Internet of Things (IoT) 

2.1.1 Background 

Kevin Ashton introduced the term Internet of Things (IoT), first time in 1999, who is the 

founder of MIT auto identification centre. According to Ashton “Internet of Things” brings 

new paradigm and it will change the world just as internet did. Ashton introduced a system in 

which, world devices or physical objects can be connected to the internet via sensors. He 

demonstrated the connectivity of the objects with radio-frequency identification (RFID) 

technology in Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT laboratory) [1][2]. 
 The smart things in the IoT network has ability to gather distribute and analyze the raw data 

into useful information. The internet was a hottest trend at that moment and IoT capabilities 

opened a new foundation for various key applications [1]. Since then, the evolution of IoT 

systems have been seen quite rapidly, especially since last decade. Along with the increase in 

the growth of the IoT applications, the number of devices are expected to reach to 50 billion in 

a year 2020 reported by Cisco IBSG [2] shown in the Figure 2.  
 

 
Figure 2. Continuous growth of internet connected devices [2]. 

 

IoT paradigm provides low-cost implementation of smart devices and the rise in demand had 

a huge impact on consumer’s live and business models. IoT has become a significant business 

area, where traditional sensor/actuator technologies are integrated with various other enabling 

technologies such cloud/edge/mist, virtualization, block-chain etc to fulfil high demanding 

applications. The IoT is considered as vital existence in the world, comprising a number of 
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things, which can be linked via wireless and wired connections. Such devices have a unique 

devices approach that enables things to interact and cooperate with each other to generate new

 IoT applications and services such as smart hospitals, e-health, smart transport system, smart 

cities and traffic management etc. [3]. 
 

2.1.2 Definition and related terms 

The IoT is a novel paradigm that increases rapidly by gaining attention in modern wireless 

telecommunication scenarios in which , users can control and monitor the physical devices via 

link through internet to provide interaction and communication with each other. 

According to International and Telecommunication Union (ITU), IoT is a universal 

architecture for digital society that enables distributed networks through the interconnection of 

things based on existing and evolving information and communication technologies (ICT) [5]. 
Currently, researchers, scientists and authorities are paying more attention on IoT as it is 

considered to be the next stage of advancement. Though, internet was developed in 1980s after 

gone through several stages it has evolved from some computers that communicate with each 

other to billions of computing devices and billions of phones over time [2][3][4]. 
The IoT can viewed as both flexible and globally network architecture that handle things in 

an intelligent manner. As a result, their information is shared because of the interconnection of 

IoT devices to create new applications and services that can improve human life and wold’s 

economy. 

 

2.1.3 IoT architecture 

The general IoT network architecture is consist of three layers: perception layer, network layer 

and application layer as shown in the Figure 3.  

 

 Perception Layer: Perception layer is also called sensing layer. End devices such as 

sensors, smart phone etc. belong to this layer which sense and collect the data from the 

environment (such as pressure, humidity, temperature) with the help of sensors and 

actuators before transmitting to the network layer [6][7].  
 Network layer: It helps in providing functions of data routing and transmission to the 

final destination. It is the middle layer of IoT architecture. Devices which operate at this 

layer are routers, switches etc. [7].   
 Application Layer: It implements various services and applications on the behalf of 

the received data and information from the lowest layer. It is the top-layer of the IoT 

architecture. It comprises user interface, data models algorithm and everything, which 

is required for IoT service and applications [5][7].  
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Figure 3. Three layer IoT architecture model [7]. 

 

 

2.1.4 IoT challenges  

IoT offers benefits in terms of economy and human comfort. However, because of low 

computational capacity and energy resources IoT devices, there are some important challenges 

that required to be highlighted by researchers and scientist until the IoT concept is widely 

acknowledged [12].  
 

 Big Data: As mentioned above, the number of IoT devices, will reach 50 billion in year 

2020 due to which a huge amount of raw data will be [12]. As the data arrive in real time 

and sometime variable, so analytics and storing these raw data according to the volume, 

speed and dynamic make it complex. Cloud computing provide resources to process and 

store the data for long terms. There are some limitations in order to handle this large 

amount of data in CC. Therefore, IoT applications performance totally depends on the 

data management algorithms and services. IoT is main source of big data, so it requires 

data integrity in order to provide good quality of service and privacy issues [13][14][15]. 

 

 Networking: Devices involves in the same IoT platform use different protocols for 

communicating between other devices or in the networking to maximize the network 

rate. Intelligent network protocols should follow the protocols for communication, 

already developed in machine-to-machine (M2M). It is not an easy way to develop a 

new protocol for networking to fulfil the needs such as overall system performance, 

cost, Quality of Service (QoS) and ease-of-use [15][16][19]. IoT devices creates a 

significant challenge to design a suitable network topology.   
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 Heterogeneity: To provide new applications that make our life easy, the IoT links 

massive number of objects/things/devices. Heterogeneity of devices, frameworks, 

operating systems (OS) and services that are already developed and might develop new 

applications is one of the main problems faced by IoT systems [17]. In order to handle 

distributed network and IoT applications, efficient services are needed to overcome this 

issue. Furthermore, IoT system devices from different manufacturers make connectivity 

and processing a very complex and difficult task [18]. 

 Security and privacy: Security and privacy are among the most challenging issues 

confronting most of the new technologies. IoT devices such as sensors installed in the 

surrounding environment to gather the data. This sensitive data, such as financial records, 

habits, human vitals, etc.  helps researchers, business and e-health as well on which the 

decision takes into account for further process. The development of a stable and more 

secure IoT infrastructure is a necessary duty for continuing its effective implementation 

in our environment [22]. IoT devices in IoT networks are mostly linked to wireless 

networks, thus it is very difficult to protect against several attacks, such as man-in-the-

middle, data sniffing, etc. The sheer volume and complexity of these devices raise the 

potential attack area for the hacker. Gartner predicts that more than 25 percent of all 

client attackers will make use of IoT by 2020 [20][21]. To overcome this issue, powerful 

security algorithms are needed.  

 Maintenance: As the number of IoT devices grows and has reached almost 50 billion in 

2020, so it is a challenging problem to maintain these devices, which connect to the 

internet. Most of the IoT devices belong to a different manufacturer who do not care 

about new security, privacy platforms, upgrades and other problems on regular a basis 

in their devices. Such IoT devices allow the hackers to use it as a weak point and effect 

the whole IoT network and overall system performance [17]. 

 

2.2 Cloud Computing 

2.2.1 What is cloud computing  

The Cloud Computing concept has matured over the last few years. Cloud computing is used 

as a platform for IoT applications to process, compute, store and make decisions. The concept 

means that anything that can be hosted on the Internet, i.e., resources/services/data is available 

for use, when needed, for the composition and provision of more sophisticated services. 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) defines cloud computing referees, on-

demand access to the network to a shared pool of configurable resources (servers, resources, 

software, data, etc.) that can be rapidly distributed and released with minimal management or 

service provider interaction [23][28].  
Cloud data centers provide data management services by offering high storage and 

computational resources, global availability and high scalability. The cloud services can be 

accessed by the user from anywhere in the world and with any device, which is connected to 

the internet, which shows it is location-independent [31]. Furthermore, binding these raw data 

is a more complex process due to varies operating systems, connectivity protocols, and legacy 

applications compatible. IoT platform requires computing and storage, which it can get in the 

form of shared resources from the traditional cloud. Some of the widely known examples of 

cloud service providers are IBM, Google, Microsoft, and Amazon to host these cloud-based 
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resources [24]. Cloud computing also offers a multi-tenancy feature that enables the sharing of 

resources to various users over time and spatial distribution. Furthermore, it offers scalability, 

which provides a huge benefit for Cloud and IoT convergence.  
Cloud computing is used as a platform to facilitate the IoT applications to process, compute, 

store and take the required decision. Cloud data centers provide data management services by 

offering large storage resources, computational capabilities, better security, and privacy. The 

main cloud features include on-demand service provisioning, resource pooling, and global 

access and so on. The key purpose of IoT is to connect objects, devices, and humans that 

generate a huge amount of raw data. Cloud computing also offers a multi-tenancy feature that 

enables the sharing of resources to various involved entities over time and spatial distribution. 
Furthermore, it offers scalability that provides huge benefits for Cloud and IoT convergence 

[26]. 
2.2.2 Virtualization 

Sharing extensive equipment infrastructure ideas across various application environments was 

introduced in 1981 by IBM. According to IBM, the virtual machine is a copy of the physical 

hardware of machine-like memory, storage, processors, etc. The physical resources can be 

shared among the virtual machine with virtualization. Goldberg and Popek introduced three 

requirements that satisfy virtualization to achieve efficient virtualization [28][29]. Figure 4 

describes the host virtualization architecture.  
 Virtualization compared to the local machine, should provide the same environment to 

run the program.  
 It should help to control the virtual resources to protect the sensitive data in the virtual 

environment.  
 With additional tasks of virtualization cause performance degradation but good results 

in managing privileged instructions should be accomplished with software or hardware 

support.  
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Figure 4. Virtualization Architecture [28]. 

 

Virtualization aims at optimizing devices usage, lower hardware cost through consolidating 

several virtualized computers into one physical unit, reducing energy use and simplifying 

protection and network management. To virtualize the guest Operating System (OS), five 

techniques can be used [28].  
 

 Full Virtualization: In full virtualization environment, the guest operation system runs 

on the virtual machine while the host machine runs directly on hardware the guest OS 

does not need to know the presence of a hypervisor in full virtualization. Guest OS that 

belongs to its virtual machine operated independently. Furthermore, using direct 

execution and binary translation, multiple guest operating system run in an isolated way 

on a single host operating system [27][28]. In full virtualization, system degrades as the 

translation between physical and virtual resources is so continues, which can lower the 

system performance. Full virtualization is shown in the Figure 5.   
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Figure 5. Full virtualization [27]. 

 

 

 Paravirtualization: In paravirtualization, the guest host can communicate with the 

hypervisor. Instead of the hypervisor in the host machine, it is installed in the guest host 

to achieve better system performance than full and hardware-assisted virtualization. It 
helps to modify the guest operating system using hypervisor API calls.On 

paravirtualization, performance operations by operating system reduced the execution 

time. Figure 6 illustrated paravirtualization [28][29][30].  

 
Figure 6. Para virtualization Adopted [27]. 

 

 Hardware-assisted virtualization: Hardware-assisted virtualization has been 

described in Figure 7. To achieve better results, Intel and advance micro devices 

(AMD) introduced hardware-assisted virtualization technology. Guest OS runs at 

Ring 0 and the hypervisor runs at Ring 1. So, Para virtualization is nor more required, 

so Virtual machine Manager (VMM) does fewer operations and the system 

performance increased [26][27][28].  
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Figure 7. Hardware-assisted virtualization [27]. 

 

 Network Virtualization (NV): Network virtualization separates the network from 

underlying network hardware. It combines the available physical network resources or 

part of network resources into one virtual unit. Network virtualization components offer 

routing and network addressing translation (NAT) by network media as Ethernet and 

fibre channel network elements such as laptop, personal computer(PCs), virtual local 

area network system (VLANS), network hardware, routers, switches [31][32]. 
 

 Server virtualization: It allows dividing a physical server into multiple virtual servers 

that can be installed on random hardware. These are also called private servers or virtual 

servers. In server virtualization, each virtual machine runs independently. Full 

virtualization, paravirtualization, are common approaches of server virtualization [33]. 
 

 

2.2.3 Cloud Service Models 

Cloud offers there key service models, Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service 

(PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS) that are discussed in this section.  
 

2.2.3.1 Software-as-a-Service  

The First business model used in cloud computing is the most limited option called SaaS. This 

approach allows the customer to use the applications running on the cloud infrastructure. Users 

can access these applications only via web browsers like Google Chrome or Internet Explorer 

or programmable Graphical User Interface (GUI). User does not have to think about how the 

service is controlled or how the underlying network is maintained using the SaaS model. An 

example of the SaaS platforms is Google Docs, Office 365, Zoho, Oracle Customer relationship 

manager (CRM), Adobe Creative Cloud and web-based email. End-users cannot manage the 

cloud resources of the service by themselves [34][35].  
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2.2.3.2 Platform-as-a-Service 

Cloud platform services are also called as PaaS, where developers are considered as customers, 

allowed to develop, test, and run applications in the cloud environment. The user can manage 

the deployed applications but the underlying network such as servers; the vendor or third party 

manages VM’s, storage, and operating system. OpenShift, System Application and products 

(SAP), Force, Mosso, Google App Engine and Window Azure are examples of PaaS model. 
PaaS model is identical to SaaS, except that PaaS offers a forum for application development 

instead of distributing the software via internet like SaaS. User does not need to have expensive 

machines to run their applications on it. PaaS offers a great deal of scalability by design as it is 

built on cloud computing. PaaS allows Google is using PaaS model to provide the platform for 

them [34][36][37].  
 

2.2.3.3 Infrastructure-as-a-Service  

Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) are made of extremely distributed and digital computing 

capabilities. Instead of buying hardware, IaaS helps service providers to purchase on-demand, 

as needed services. Configuring Virtual Machine (VM) running on the cloud is allowed to the 

clients. The VM resources such as storage, RAM, operating system and Central processing Unit 

(CPU) speed that can be managed by users only. It is also called self-service model. The 

customer (service providers) can run number of applications on the given VM but cannot have 

full control over physical resources in the cloud. Vendors are responsible for providing security, 

firewalls and physical data center. Examples of IaaS are Microsoft Azure, Amazon E2C, 

GoGrid, Rackspace etc. Figure 8 shows diagram of three cloud computing service models for 

further illustration [37][38].  
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Figure 8. Cloud Computing Service Models [34]. 

 

 

2.2.3.4 Microservices 

In the last few years, microservices have achieved significant attention over the industry. The 

cloud services have evolved from traditional to microservices architecture in recent years, a 

number of microservices form a service, which can execute limited tasks is considered to be a 

refined and simplified architecture [40]. With an only centralized system, one can achieve many 

benefits by having multiple individual services that work together in concert. It gives benefits 

by including simplified codebases for specific services, adopted scalability and allows 

upgradation, able to code in multiple programming languages if required, and data layers for 

various services as well. Microservices are adopted by some companies like Amazon, Sound 

Cloud, and Netflix to create a complicated, a scalable system comprising tiny autonomous 

services that use application programming interface (APIs) for communicating with each other 

to scale their applications and product [39].  

Microservices have various benefits over monolithic applications architecture such as: 1) it 

reduces the complexity by introducing individual tiny services; 2) easy to deploy in the system 

and removes from the system; 3) increase the system flexibility; 4) scalability. Instead of 

attempting to make feature calls in a process, that method often include cost like operational 

and computational complexity of operating an application in different processes and network 

connectivity cost [41].  

The best approach for building microservices can be achieved through Docker containers. 
They are easy to use due to lightweight, start quickly and can cover within itself dependencies 

and introduce complexities. A developer, for example, can launch hundreds of containers on a 
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reasonable laptop. An essential feature of Docker containers from IoT perspective is that they 

can be distributed where only one or few processors run within a single container [39]. Docker 

Swarm, Kubernetes, and Mesos are commonly are widely deployed container orchestration 

systems and offer automatic support like load balancing, software upgrade, and service 

discovery. Using microservices within IoT domain provides a promising approach to 

accommodate IoT functions locally by keeping it small enough. Butzin et al. [40] examined 

this concept, concluded that microservice solution and IoT have the same framework target, 

and would thus be a good combination [40].  
 

2.2.4 Deployment Approaches 

Earlier the availability of various cloud computing services models is described in the previous 

subsection. In this section, deployment models are enlisted on which cloud computing service 

models are hosted.  
 

2.2.4.1 Public Cloud  

The services in the public cloud can be accessed publicly as it is not restricted to any 

organization or community. Consumers do not have to bear the expenses for the maintenance 

of this cloud, as it is free to use the applications provided by the service providers in it. Service 

providers have to pay the cost of the infrastructure and bandwidth deployed in it. It is not 

suitable for the organizations operating sensitive information exposed to the public as the 

security rules are not applied according to the organization [37][38].  
   

2.2.4.2 Private Cloud   

A private cloud is used as a dedicated cloud to help small or large organizations use it for 

confidential business data. The infrastructure of the private cloud is operated and managed by 

the organisations, institutions and the government itself. A Private cloud provides more control 

over on-demand scalability, flexibility, and on-demand security as well. The sensitive 

information will remain in the private cloud, which is less exposed to the other environment-

related organizations, which is one of the most beneficial parts [37]. 
 

2.2.4.3 Hybrid Cloud  

According to the name, hybrid means it is a combination of both public and private clouds. It 
offers some cloud resources that can be owned controlled and managed which can be operated 

in the private cloud while others are used via the open accessible public cloud. For Example, a 

private cloud is used to secure the organization’s sensitive information while the public cloud 

is used for generally less critical information [24][35][38]. 
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2.2.5 Challenges in Cloud Computing  

Cloud computing paradigm allows the users/customers to access the Ubiquitous Computing 

Resource pool. Although, cloud computing has various benefits, on the other hand, it has some 

limitations such as security, privacy, latency, and network load as well. 
 

 Privacy: Privacy is going to be more of a major issue with centralized cloud computing 

paradigm; we will have in the future. Data privacy and security will be a problem on 

the cloud-server side. The traditional cloud exposed to a huge number of potential 

hostile users, resulting in concerns of user data privacy. The main issue while using the 

cloud resources, the data is moved from the local device through numerous network 

hops and finally reached the cloud allows the hackers to view the sensitive data easily. 
According to The Independent, stating United States of America (USA) authorities 

spied the sensitive data in British internet users on various major cloud storage services 

regularly on Feb 01, 2013 [42][43]. 
 

 Latency: The delay increase as the physical distance between both the origin point as 

well as the endpoint increases. Number of routing hops has bigger effect, as routers 

generate delay, particularly under congestion. The time required to access the traditional 

cloud-based application is too high according to the geographical distance between the 

user and the cloud. Now, a day’s developers are developing applications, which require 

low latency, or latency sensitive application. Therefore, the cloud is not practical for 

low-latency application or latency sensitive applications such as smart transport, e-

health application, etc. require high performance and high reliability, if any delay in the 

patient data occurs could result in patient’s life. So, cloud computing is not suitable for 

such type of applications [43][44]. 
 

 Network Load: The number of end devices is increasing day by day which results in 

creating a huge amount of data at the edge of the network requires cloud resource it will 

cause network congestion at the edge of the network. It is impractical for the cloud to 

handle network load. A new platform solution is required, which is impractical for many 

use cases used as a cloud-only solution [42][43][44]. 
 

 Security and Data Confidentiality: With cloud computing, the user cannot have 

absolute control of their data when accessing the cloud. In addition, the sensitive data 

is stored in the cloud, data location or policy for handling data are changed without 

permission etc. The updated data can be then recovered and analyzed to critical 

decisions by the user. In this case, the authenticity of the user data is very important, 

and thus must be assured. Common standards, however, do not take place for 

guaranteeing data security. It is impossible for an end-user to even decide which 

authentication protocols and security mechanisms are applied to data in the cloud is a 

complex, non-transparent chain [44][45][46].  
  

 Resource Allocation: As the number of connected devices (IoT devices) increases 

unexpectedly, cloud resource is required for each entity for computing the data. This 
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could be a challenge because it would be very difficult to decide how many resources 

may be a system, entity or IoT device needs [43].  
 

 Quality of Service (QoS): With the cloud-computing paradigm, providing Quality of 

service (QoS) is a major challenge as the volume of information, type and complexity 

increases. Any type and amount of data can be induced at any given moment. This can 

also be emergency data. QoS calculated in terms of Latency, jitter, bandwidth [47][48]. 

According to [2], the number of IoT devices will reach 50 billion by 2020. Therefore, 

it requires processing and storage services which is not easy for the cloud to fulfil all 

IoT applications requirement for cloud computing architecture, due to distributed in vast 

geographical areas. To solve this problem, a new layer between end devices and 

centralized cloud is needed.   
  

2.3 Overview of the Edge Paradigm 

In this section, fog, edge, and local edge computing paradigm concepts are discussed 

theoretically along with definitions, architecture, benefits, and challenges. 
 

2.3.1 Fog Computing 

Bonomi [44] proposed the idea of using the computational resources provided by the fog 

devices located on the edges of the network, a concept called Fog Computing (FC).   
Currently, researchers are continuously investigating the process of using edge capabilities 

to support IoT needs in a better way. Cisco proposed a fog-computing framework, which pushes 

the centralized cloud services close to the edge devices, which generates the data such as sensors 

and actuators [45]. Fog computing supports the latency-sensitive applications. Fog computing 

is different from edge computing and provides tools for distributing, orchestrating, managing 

and securing resources and services across networks and between devices that reside at the 

edge. Edge architecture places servers, applications, and small clouds at the edge. Fog jointly 

works with the cloud [54].  
Fog computing adds extra layer between end devices and centralized cloud and provides 

security and privacy for private data such as healthcare, vehicle communication, user location 

information [44][54]. Fog nodes consist of network devices that perform computational tasks 

and data storage capabilities in the same way as a centralized cloud.  
Fog computing is emerging as attractive solutions to the problem of data processing in the 

IoT. Many IoT use-cases e.g healthcare, video browsing requires low latency and real-time 

decisions, it is not possible to get such output using a traditional cloud platform [55]. Rather 

than outsourcing all operations to the traditional servers, they also use devices on the edge of 

the network that has more processing power than the end devices, thus reducing latency and 

network congestion. 
Notably, this approach improves IoT application development, combining FC and IoT 

dedicated software platforms, harnessing available resources (processing and storage) present 

on nearby devices. Among the benefits introduced by FC is the reduction in communication 

latency between nearby devices sharing computational resources on the network edge.  
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2.3.1.1 Characteristics 

According to Cisco, there are some of the key features for fog computing which allows the 

necessary extension of cloud computing. The main characteristics of the fog-computing model, 

which support the IoT, exploit its potential are the following [44][52].  
 

 Low Latency and Location-Awareness: Fog nodes bring computation closer to the 

end-devices, which reduce the physical between the data source and fog server. This 

helps to reduce the end-to-end latency. Besides, it also helps to provide location-aware 

services such as a cache of location dependent content as it offers location awareness 

[51][52]. 
 

 Large-Scale Sensor network: One of the key scenarios for the fog-computing 

paradigm is the large-scale sensors network that communicates with the fog nodes. 
Instead of task million instructions (MI) request to centralized cloud, now sensors can 

send this request to the fog node. Fog node either use its resources to process the request 

itself or send it to other nearby fog nodes for further processing which depends on the 

fog nod availability [49][50].  
 

 Support IoT Devices in Mobility: Also, to the distributed IoT devices in the vicinity, 

the mobility of the interacting end-devices must be taken into account. Fog nodes are 

not geographically static in the network; end device identity is decoupled from the host 

location and IP [49]. End devices (wearable devices, static cameras, smart vehicles, 

smartphones, etc. are widely distributed at the local layer. Fog devices in the fog layer 

can be used both as mobile and static computing resource platform. Fog nodes can be 

installed in parks, highways, football grounds, etc. [50][51][52].  
 

 Real-time interaction: Real-Time interaction is required for latency-sensitive fog 

applications instead of batch processing. Fog node significantly reduces data traffic 

across the internet and also provide high speed services which help fog to meet the 

demands of real-time interaction for low latency IoT applications.  
 

 Heterogeneity: Different hardware resources are used in fog nodes and are 

implemented in a wide variety of scenarios [49]. 
 

 Bandwidth reduction: As fog, nodes bring close to the low edge to compute, store and 

process the end devices data. Fog devices are capable to analyze the generated data from 

IoT devices in terms of data cleaning, filtering, processing and decision making close 

to the edge. This helps in the reduction of the network bandwidth due to this computing 

offer close to the edge, important data is forwarded to the cloud, and most data need not 

forward over the internet.  
 

 Interoperability: Fog node should offer seamless communication between different 

IoT devices and service providers (video streaming) and resource virtualization. 
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 Geographical distribution: As IoT devices are dynamic, these devices remain in 

geographically distributed, so instead of centralized computing, fog computing is 

needed for the processing [49]. 
 

 

2.3.1.2 Standardization  

OpenFog Consortium introduced to the standardization of fog computing, their mission is to 

control standard bodies to establish specifications so that end devices can communicate safely 

with other edge nodes and cloud services in a friction-free environment. There are six working 

groups created by OpenFog Consortium namely communication, security, infrastructure, 

testbed, manageability and architecture. The responsibilities of such groups are analyzed, 

recommend standards, practices, and technologies suitable for the design of OpegnFog to 

overcome the related challenges [50].  

  In February 2017, OpenFog Consortium releases OpenFog reference architecture. 
OpenFog reference architecture is a universal technical framework designed to meet the data-

intensive needs of 5G, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and IoT. To develop an open architecture fog 

computing environment, OpenFog architecture is considered as a start point that provides a 

roadmap and it will be an initial phase in creating standards of fog computing. Figure 9, 

illustrates the reference architecture introduced by OpenFog Consortium which, is used as a 

common baseline for achieving a multi-vendor interoperable fog computing ecosystem 

[50][51].  
 OpenFog architecture is a compound of multiple perspectives for highlighting participants 

in the market of fog computing, such as software view, view of node and view of the system. 
The lowest level view is a node view that contains the abstraction layer of protocols and 

actuators, sensors and control. To create a system view, a couple one or more node views 

combined with another component to create a platform. The software view contains the top 

three layers are above the hardware layer. This paper introduces agility, flexibility, security and 

other pillars of OpenFog architecture. OpenFog Consortium reference architecture is adopted 

by IEEE standards for fog computing through the Institute of Electrical and Electronics 

Engineers (IEEE) 1934 shown in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9. OpenFog reference architecture [50]. 

 

2.3.1.3 System Architecture 

Several fog computing architecture has been proposed in recent years. Fog computing 

architecture contains three layers local edge layer, fog layer, and cloud layer. Figure 10 

illustrates the hierarchical architecture of fog computing.  
End devices layer comprised of end devices such as IoT devices (smartphone, smart vehicle, 

etc.), sensors, actuators, etc. These nodes have less computational and storage resources. End 

devices such as smart phone are used to sense the data through surroundings and forward to the 

fog layer for storage and computing. These end devices are widely distributed in general [53]. 

Fog layer comprises of fog nodes. Nodes in fog layer are also called fog nodes generally 

routers, switches, gateways, access points, base stations fog servers, etc. These nodes have more 

power, computational resources, and storage. Fog nodes can store temporarily, compute, 

networking and control as a functional point of view. These nodes distributed among clod and 

end devices, such as train stations, highways, recreation areas, shopping malls, etc. On a moving 

carrier, they can be at a fixed location or mobile. Fog nodes interact with the end devices and 

provide their services. Fog nodes in fog layer, latency-sensitive application and real-time data 

analysis can be carried out. These nodes also connected with the cloud data center via the 

internet protocol (IP) core network [51][53]. 

Cloud Layer is the uppermost layer of fog computing architecture. This layer comprised of 

highly powerful servers and storage devices. For intensive computing and an enormous amount 

of data storage, the cloud is used. Cloud offers multiple applications services. Cloud resources 

are efficiently controlled by cloud core modules through control strategies according to the 

demand-load [49][51][53]. 
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Depending on the network speed and server loads, the processing in cloud computing might 

take longer execution time. In mobile devices, the delay could be higher because the wireless 

network capacity is comparatively low. Fog architecture is proposed by some of the researchers 

to support global mobile devices. This paradigm of computation improves performance and 

decreases energy consumption in the mobile environment. IoT and mobile internet can get 

support from fog computing architecture in terms of efficient processing and storage facilities 

[51].  
  

 

 

 
Figure 10. Fog System Architecture [53]. 

 

2.3.1.4 Fog platform for IoT applications  

Researchers found fog computing has plenty of interesting applications in multiple aspects 

compared with centralized cloud computing architecture. Next, we will describe some case 

studies of new applications scenarios. 
 

 Video Analytics: The number of end devices increasing rapidly, traditional camera 

surveillance system deployed today are not able to process dynamic analysis of complex 

events in massive cameras. The video stream sent from millions of security/ Closed-

circuit television (CCTV) cameras to traditional cloud for processing is not considered 
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as an efficient way due to large distance and privacy concerns. On the other hand, using 

fog computing platform, video stream can be processed close to the end devices instead 

of moving all the traffic to the cloud. It brings better results in terms of latency and 

provide real time video analytics in a distributed manner [45]. 

 

 Smart Grid: With smart grid technology, millions of customers, service providers, and 

manufacturers can smartly manage electricity across the world. It is a fusion of both 

electrical grid and electrical system, accompanied by telecommunication technologies 

[47]. Every smart grid network/infrastructure comprises of integrated functions, such as 

communication gateways, management centers and individual user, which is 

geographically distributed connected with centralized cloud computing. Companies 

used every user’s private data obtained by the smart meter, such as information about 

power consumption daily/weekly/monthly, which is used for system monitoring or for 

pricing. The centralized cloud load can be managed by computing and processing the 

power consumption data close to the edge of the individual smart grids [49]. 
 

 E-health: Remote health monitoring services helps serious patients that enable real-

time data exchange. As some bad situation occurs, the wearable devices such as smart 

watch, smart belt, etc. attached to the patient’s body or close to the patient can react or 

alarm the human intervention to a healthcare professional such as hospital ambulance 

etc. [49]. Real-time diagnosis applications for critical patients requires a reliable 

connection and provide continuous data with low latency, otherwise, the patient will 

face death or serious harm in high delay network infrastructure such as centralized cloud 

computing. Fog computing platform is a most suitable to fulfil these requirements as it 

reduce the processing and interaction time between the patient and the healthcare 

infrastructure [50].  
 

 Smart Home and Cities: IoT devices such as smart television (TV), phones, Air-

conditioner, etc. are available almost in every house and cities these days. To manage 

and control the data of heterogeneous devices needs distributed intelligence that can be 

scaled up by a number of devices without degrading the system performance and 

functionality of the system. To reduce the response time by processing and data 

buffering, fog computing paradigm can be vital to this kind of requirements [44][49].  
 

 Connected Vehicles: In automobile infrastructure, roadside units (RSU) to networks 

(V2I) and other automobile/vehicle interfaces (V2V) can link automobile, The RSUs 

offers real-time vehicle connectivity to many moving vehicles through distributing 

computation tasks. There are few smart vehicles on the road now using Internet of 

Vehicle (IoV) development, individual automobile contains a processing unit for smart 

traffic applications. With IoV models, two-way communication can be achieved 

between the vehicles by installing edge servers on the RSUs and dragging the cloud 

services to the edge of the RSUs by combining of processing and communication 

mechanism. With fog computing, smart IoV applications such as self-driving cars, 

mobility-aware computation and real-time data computing could be efficiently 

promoted [44][51].  
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2.3.1.5 Open Issues and Challenges in Fog 

FC have some challenges due to the dynamic behaviour of the network environment, thus 

becoming vulnerable to standard threats that can exploit the fog computing framework. 

Researchers have to focus on these challenges in order to realize the full potential of fog 

computing. Some major challenges are discussed as follows.   

 

 Secure data storage: Fog computing face same security threats as the user private 

data is outsourced to fog node for controlling. Unauthorized parties can abuse the 

uploaded user data for their interests. Also, the outsourced data could be modified 

incorrectly, so it is difficult to ensure the data reliability. Auditable data storage 

service techniques such as homomorphic encryption together with searchable 

encryption to provide data reliability, integrity for fog storage servers should be 

proposed to overcome these threats [52]. 

 

 Man-in-the-middle: With limited fog resources, it is unable to deploy secure 

communication protocols; attacker can interrupt the data packets between the nodes. 
Also, hackers could replace the original node with the fake fog node and get sensitive 

information [52][53][54].The definite approach remain an open challenge as main-

in-the-middle has been shown in other studies to be a stealthy threat on fog computing.  

 

 Distributed denial of services: Websites and online services in this digital era are 

facing most challenging security threat called DDoS nowadays. Due to large number 

of irrelevant services request simultaneously, it is hard for resources constraint fog 

nodes to deal with it. As a result, fog nodes busy for a long period of time and 

legitimate services are unavailable for hosting these resources as seen in the Figure 

11. Furthermore, DDOS attack can be carried out by fog nodes themselves. 
Introducers or hackers conduct DDOS attacked on the popular websites such as 

PayPal, Spotify, and YouTube etc. by accessing the home appliances, which were 

connected to the internet such as CCTV cameras, printers, Smart Tv’s etc. Smart IoT 

devices have some computational power, which helps to process some tasks in fog 

computing, results more severe DDOS attacked may take place as compared to 

traditional DDOS. Researchers and scientists need to work on this security threat and 

bring new solutions for this solution in fog computing [53].  
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Figure 11. (A) Launch DDOS attack to stop fog device; (B) Send DDOS attacks from Fog 

device [53]. 

 

  

 

 Fault tolerance: When any specific sensors, networks, applications, and service 

platforms stop working, fog computing are still capable to provide services normally as 

number of fog nodes are geographically distributed, users should connect to the adjacent 

node using corresponding mechanism when the service in a particular area is abnormal 

[53].  
 

 Access Control: System security is ensured by using access control tool. In fog 

computing, it is not easy to design end device-fog-cloud in order to meet different level 

resource constraints. In   centralized cloud, several encryption techniques have been 

introduced in order to achieve the efficient data access control [54].  
 

 Authentication: Trust and authentication issues may be faced in fog nodes like 

gateways whereas in cloud scenarios no such issues persist. It is not a preferable choice 

to rely on cloud central authentications servers even when the remote authentication 

server communications are down, authentication still have to work constantly to access 

personal devices locally [54]. Some researchers discussed the authentication and trust 

issues in the fog, but none of them provides a systematic solution [53].  
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 Energy Management issues: Fog devices are widely distributed in the fog layer as 

compared to   centralized cloud due to this they may consume high energy. Researcher 

and stakeholders are required to bring new techniques and protocols in order to manage 

and optimize the energy consumption in the fog paradigm [53][54]. 
 

 Program platform issue: Edge devices are used to compute at their end in the fog 

computing, these edge devices runs heterogeneous platform and requires different 

program which is not easy for fog-computing while on the other hand, program is 

written in specific program language that runs in the cloud for computational work [53].  
 

 Fog resource management issue: Fog computing brings the computation and 

processing close to the edge network from centralized cloud. Sharing and discovery For 

Instance fog resource management is critical for application performance. As fog node 

is handling heterogamous traffic between cloud and end devices in terms of RAM, 

CPUs, power, bandwidth and supported services [54]. 
 

2.3.2 Edge Computing   

2.3.2.1 Definition 

The Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) introduces the edge computing [56] as “an 

approach to move the applications, data and services to logical extremes of the network and it 

allows information and analytics to occur at the source of the data”.  

The Edge Computing Consortium (ECC) defines the edge computing [57] as an open 

platform deployed on the edge of the network that is close to the source of the data, and provides 

intelligent services to meet the requirements of real-time processing, data optimization, security 

and privacy by mobile edge network infrastructure [58]. 
OpenEdge Computing defines “edge computing as computation done at the edge of the 

network through small data centers that are close to users”[59]. “The original vision for edge 

computing is to provide compute and storage resources close to the user in open standards and 

ubiquitous manner” [60]. 
 

2.3.2.2 Where is Edge? 

As discussed above, the generated data by end devices is computed at the edge or close to the 

edge of the network in edge paradigm. Here, the core networks equivalent is the edge of the 

network where end devices directly generate the data from surroundings.  
Edge computing (EC) adds a new tier of connectivity at the edge of the network between   

centralized cloud and end-devices. Edge computing enhance the cloud services efficiently such 

as computations, processing and management close, up to one hop away from IoT devices in 

the local network such as the WiFi access points or gateways Instead of depending on the cloud 

hundreds of   centralized cloud data centres [59][60]. It allows the services to utilize the devices 

available in the vicinity e.g. by offering real-time communication, high data rate and ultra-low 

latency and also has the capacity to control and limit the private user data.  
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European telecommunication Standard Institute (ETSI) proposed Multi-access Edge 

Computing (MEC) a standard solution for forth coming 5G networks. Instead of transferring 

all the data from the end devices to the   centralized cloud, MEC offload the data to the edge of 

the network for processing and data storage from mobile and IoT devices [61][62][63][64][65]. 

Figure 12 shows the proximity of end devices in the edge layer.  
 

 

 

 
Figure 12. Edge/Fog devices placement in the network system [66]. 

 

 

Comparing with edge computing, MCC (Mobile Cloud Computing) also move the 

capabilities of the mobile devices and enhance management, storage, computing of end devices 

generated data. Edge computing is dissimilar with MCC, as it provide computing, processing 

and analysing at the edge of the network close to the end devices. Edge paradigm offers pre-

processing, data filtering IoT data via cloud services installed close to the IoT devices by 

integrating IoT devices with cloud [59].  
 

 

2.3.2.3 Edge vs Fog 

Fog jointly works with the cloud, while edge is defined by the exclusion of cloud [54]. 

Although, the term used as FC is somewhat close to edge computing. With various overlapping 

definitions described in the literature for both Fog and EC computing, it is still unclear to 

differentiate between them [61][67][68]. OpenFog Consortium also distinguish that fog 

computing works in a hieratically manner and it offers storage , offloading , processing , 
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computing control anywhere between cloud and things whereas edge computing appears to be 

restricted for computing to the edge of the network [69].  
Chiang et al. [70] fog computing comprises cloud, core, metro, edge, clients, and things. Fog 

architecture distributes orchestration, managing and securing the resources and functions in the 

cloud, anywhere cloud-to-end-devices continuum, and support end-to-end services and 

applications on the things. Instead of treating edge network as isolated computing platforms, it 

pursue seamless computing services from cloud to the end-devices. 

Harjula  et el. assumes fog computing is mainly used to provide platform for services which 

is above of edge network and local end devices network while edge computing primarily refers 

to the operational edge network/infrastructure. For better system performance at the edge of the 

network and minimize the core and cloud consumption/load and increase the network 

durability, fog include pre-process , cache and analytics the IoT devices generated data before 

send to the cloud [61][68]. 
 

2.3.2.4 Benefits of EC 

Edge computing is used to reduce the core network load and is not used to eliminate cloud 

computing, but it a new addition layer in the network system for processing. Because of its 

cutting-edge software capabilities various business services have transitioned from cloud to 

edge, there are various advantages of using edge-computing paradigm for IoT solutions. Few 

of these are discussed as follows [72].  
 

 

 Trust: With edge computing, the data privacy of local user is safer than cloud and fog 

computing as the user data remains in the lowest layer and it is easy to manage and 

control from intruders [72].  
 

 Proximity: Communicating and sharing information between the close nodes is more 

effective than using distant traditional cloud servers. In 19080s and 1990s, peer-to-peer 

networks gained popularity in this context [72]. 

 

 Intelligence: As mentioned above, new edge devices have more power capacity and can 

offer more tasks/instruction to be processed on the edge. This opens the door to 

automated decision making on the edge, such as distributed crowd-sensing applications 

or agents that can respond to incoming information flows [72].  

 

 Control: The application is controlled and managed in the devices at the edge. Such 

devices can allocate or delegate to other peers or to the cloud computing, scheduling or 

storage [72][73]. 

 

 Latency: In EC, the response time in computation services is counted in milliseconds 

and supports various SaaS schemes. EC can perform data analytics, predictive analysis 

and virtualization on edge servers. Relying on its lower latency, EC enables ubiquitous 

computing in smart applications, where the user can interact with the system in real time 

and have a better Quality of Experience (QoE). Smart applications, which requires low 

latency where a local user can communicate with the system in real time and have good 

Quality of Service (QoS) in edge computing (EC) [71].  
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 Human:  User’ sensitive information should be computed and storage close to them in 

order to keep humans in charge of their knowledge [72].  

 

 Bandwidth and Scalability: By 2020, 50 billion end-devices produce a huge amount 

of data, which, send to the cloud using MANET applications such as video streaming, 

online games, e-commerce, etc. Hence, increase the overall load on the network. EC 

enables the processing and computing at the edge server can reduce the amount of data 

to the upper layers of the network, improve the energy efficiency, and reduce the 

bandwidth utilization in MANET applications. In addition, EC offers low latency for 

critical applications which requires a prompt reaction for lifesaving events such as in 

VANET and IoV’s. Therefore, the transport network prevents from frequent accidents 

and it is a strong bend towards EC paradigm for many smart city projects across the 

globe such as e-health, smart transport [71]. 

 
 Cost Effective: Centralized cloud servers are cheap for data storage but expensive to 

get it out. It is reverse in edge.  
 

 

2.3.2.5 Limitations 

In edge computing, processing nodes are geographically distributed. In fact, edge-based 

services have to cope with different aspects of constrained environment. This section identifies 

and address the potential issues in the context of edge computing.  

 

 Security and privacy: The most critical services such as data security protection and 

privacy should be provided at the networks edge. For Example, in a smart home, private 

data can be analyzed easily through sensor usage data. Intruder/hacker can easily 

speculate whether or not the house is vacant through the usage of electricity or water 

usage reading. In this context, it is a problem how to provide service without harming 

the user’s privacy in CC. To keep the data in the edge network for computing, which 

implies at home, may be an optimal solution to protect the data security and the privacy. 

The traditional security and privacy mechanism used in CC is not a better solution for 

edge paradigm. There should be some new security algorithm introduced by the 

researchers according to the capacity-constraint edge devices. To offer protection 

against data security issues, it is important to model a lightweight authentication 

mechanism wherein EC servers authenticate the IoT devices without a time delay. In 

order to handle this issue, there should be a reliable trust management system 

incorporate in the edge servers which is capable enough to manage the end nodes and 

edge servers [73].  
 

 Trust issue: As edge servers are geographically distributed over the network, the trust 

estimate from one EC server cannot headlong the confidence to the other EC servers. In 

the distributed networks such as VANETs and MANETs, end-devices are mobile and   

requires time-to-time authentication. An appropriate trust mechanism needs to be 

deployed in the EC servers, which are capable enough to manage the trust both from 

servers and from end nodes [74].  
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 Programmability: Users program their code and deploy it on the centralized cloud 

server. In the cloud, service provider is in charge to decide on which computing device 

this computation will conduct. Customer/users have limited information of how the 

application runs, as the cloud infrastructure is transparent to the user. The code is usually 

written in one programming language and optimized for different target platforms, as 

the application only operates in a cloud. However, computation is offloaded from cloud 

in the edge computing, and the edge nodes comprised heterogeneous platforms. It is 

very difficult for programmers to write an application and deploy in the edge computing 

as edge device manufacture varies from each other [73].  

 

 Naming: As the number of end-devices are large and there are many applications which, 

runs the services according to the application’s requirement on the edge nodes, need for 

naming scheme in the edge computing like all computer systems for programming, 

addressing, and data communication is very important [73]. Hence, an effective naming 

scheme for the edge computing model is yet to be developed and standardized [75]. To 

link with the heterogeneous objects, typically edge operators require learning specific 

communication and network protocols within their network system. The main aim of 

the naming scheme is to cope the dynamic network topology, end-devices mobility, 

security and privacy. Most of the current networks are well managed using traditional 

Doman Name Service (DNS) and uniform resource identifier. Due to dynamic edge 

network and mobility of end-devices, this scheme is not flexible handle these network.  

 

 

2.3.3 Local Edge Computing/Mist computing  

A new term introduced after the Fog/Edge computing is ‘mist computing’, which is more 

distributed than fog. Some authors called this layer as ‘extreme edge’ or ‘local edge’ [76]. 
According to [77], mist computing moves the computing closer to the network edge, which 

involves sensors and actuators devices. Author’s supports in [77] that mist computing reduce 

the latency and increase subsystems’ independence. Under such situations, devices self-

awareness is crucial, because computation and actuation rely on the device’s understanding of 

the environment. This is considered as the bottom layer of IoT consist of resource constrained 

IoT devices.  
Authors in [78], proposed a new idea of using a mobile device as a cloud-computing 

environment for processing the data. According to the author, video distribution applications in 

WiFi infrastructure can reduce network and server load significantly using mist 

computing/local edge. To be simplified, the edge is one hop away from the end devices, such 

as WiFi or gateway. In the mist-computing paradigm, IoT devices can be utilized to process the 

generated data and make decisions locally [76] [78]. Figure 13 clearly illustrates the local edge 

paradigm.  
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Figure 13. Cloud, Fog and Mist layers [80]. 

 

 

2.3.3.1 Emergence of local edge/mist computing 

The IoT’s bottom layer takes operations from the surrounding. It is carried out by small devices 

made up of sensors, low power micro-controller, a radio module, and a battery. In many cases, 

these devices build a connection between each and other creating a short-range Personal Area 

Network (PAN) or Wide Area Network (WAN) using Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) 

band. Some researchers called it a mist computing where, processing and computing takes place 

in sensors and actuators further close to the network edge. Instead of computing, the generated 

data at edge or traditional cloud servers, sensors are available such as laser range finders, 

surveillance cameras, and 3D scanners and actuators like servo motors that are equipped with 

a micro-controller unit that can be utilized to process certain tasks locally [79][80]. 
End-devices send huge amount of data to process at fog, centralized cloud servers propagate 

through various routers/switches, and network links between fog and core nodes consume high 

network bandwidth, which cause network congestion. The application’s data is computed and 

processed at the gateway/router and it is responsible of the operation of the network can reduce 

the network performance [80][83]. A new paradigm emerges to overcome this challenge called 

mist/local edge computing. Local edge IoT/mist computing brings the computation and 

processing at the local layer or with in the end devices clearly seen in the Figure13. Rubio et 

el. [76] presented local edge/mist computing paradigm to utilize the lowest layer where end 

devices/points are present (such as smart phones, wearable device, camera). Local edge 

computing pushes the storage, processing, computing from cloud and fog computing to the end-

devices/things.  
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The mobile devices as a cloud computing environment idea in the vicinity for caching, 

processing and storage. Also called it a Mobile ad hoc cloud Computing (MACC). According 

to their research, using mist-computing paradigm, the load of WiFi architecture is reduced for 

video dissemination applications. In their research , a group of people gathered in a sport event 

where the users can only use WiFi Direct and exchange video replays with each other without 

using   centralized server and WiFi access points [78][79][80]. With mist computing model, 

user’s data are more secure by keeping the processing in the local layer and deploy virtualized 

setup on a single board computer sensors where end devices act like a thin server [81][82]. 

Preden et el. called it Mist [91], where Mist move the processing, computing from   centralized 

cloud to the extreme edge of the network which, comprises sensors and actuators. 

 

2.3.3.2 Benefits of local edge/mist computing 

Real-time application cases require ultra-low latency for processing and computing at the 

nearest or into the end devices extreme. Some benefits are discussed below.  
 

 Computation offloading: Fog and traditional cloud servers can be overloaded by 

processing a huge amount of end devices data for processing. It is very significant to 

find a location for offloading in order to determine what appropriate algorithms and 

trade-offs need to be executed. To reduce the end-to-end latency, offloading is required 

to the nearby device. To fulfil the application needs, both fog and cloud can be used 

together in a distributed manner. For critical application that requires real-time data 

analysis, low latency is required that cannot be achieved by distant locations, results 

offloading move to the near devices. To overcome this issue, local edge computing/mist 

computing can be used as it pushes the computation from the centralized nodes to local 

layer where IoT devices are located. These devices reduce storage and latency of the 

fog and cloud and increase the autonomy of a solution by providing computation 

offloading. Zhou et el. presents algorithm [84] to encourage vehicular cloud computing. 

This algorithm helps to offload to a nearby vehicle in order to reduce the delay. 

Vehicular cloud computing work can also be seen in [85]. Nearby devices splitting large 

computation into multiple smaller tasks is presented in [86]. Articles presented in 

[87][88], the appropriate methods to offload application tasks between smart phones.  

 

 Security and privacy: Nowadays, data can be used as a lethal weapon and it requires 

high data security and privacy to avoid any attack from outside. Local edge computing 

paradigm offer high data security and privacy to handle user’s sensitive information 

than FC and CC. With LEC, the data processed locally and so, it remains in the local 

layer. However, computing at cloud and fog servers are not suitable for sensitive user’s 

data, as it requires to pass through various routers/switches to reach the destination for 

processing. Data can be altered or easily theft between the nodes in access and core 

network [79][85].  
 

 Network load reduction: As the amount of end-devices reached 50 billion by 2020, 

[45] it will generate zettabyte (ZB) raw data. As the distance between the end-devices 

and CC is so large and require high bandwidth, (limited routers processing load and 

communication link load) CC is not an optimal solution to process such huge amount 
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of data. Therefore, it may cause network congestion/overload. On the other hand, 

mist/local edge computing reduced the overall network traffic by pre-processing the raw 

data and only send the reliable data to the cloud for future processing and storage [84]. 
 

 Managing massive distributed resources: In traditional cloud IoT model, cloud 

owners control the cloud resources where developers pay for these resources in order to 

deploy services. On the other hand, in local edge model, users can manage and control 

their own data information [84]. 

 

2.3.3.3 Local Edge Computing Applications 

Researchers have found many interesting applications that can be used efficiently in local edge 

computing model in multiple aspects than in centralized cloud, fog and edge computing 

architecture.  
 

 Smart traffic signal: When processing end-devices (smart-traffic signal) data on 

traditional cloud, increase the processing time cause traffic congestion due to the large 

distance between end nodes and the cloud server. On the other hand, surveillance 

cameras at each traffic signal feed the video to the local serving node for processing and 

take decisions locally can reduce the traffic (vehicle and pedestrian) congestion even in 

the peak hour [84]. 
 

 Autonomous vehicles: Smart vehicles have a processing unit, which comprises sensors 

(such as temperature, heat, air pressure, humidity, etc.) and actuators. The generated 

data can be processed at these computational units to reduce the response time [84][85].  
 

 3D Bin-picking: 3D random bin-picking task is a long-standing issue that was 

identified by using advance tools integrated with ROS-based software. Many vendors 

investigated and widely adopted the robotic pick-and-place of assorted parts; however, 

human operators still surpass robotic solutions, particularly with the small parts. The 

processing time is the main aspect that requires to identify the pieces using traditional 

cloud servers, test the 3D target position, and measure a collision-free robot trajectory. 
Although it requires high computational and processing efficiency, a consolidated 

system conducting bin-picking as a service may bring significant benefits in terms of 

technology and maintenance costs at the cost of adding a single point of failure in a 

factory that uses multiple machine-tending workstations [92][93].  
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3 PROPOSED MODEL 

The existing computing architectures for IoT system in this section, such as traditional cloud- 

IoT model and Egde-IoT model along with a proposed model considered as a solution for mass-

critical low latency applications and also compare the attributes of dissimilar IoT models are 

discussed.  

 

3.1.1 Traditional Cloud IoT Model 

The conventional IoT architecture comprise three key layers i.e. core, access, and local (device) 

layers. The local layer contains the low power IoT devices/sensors, the access layer provides a 

gateway (routers, ISP gateways) to move/transfer the generated data to core layer, and core 

layer contains the high-capacity routers and switches to route the data to the server-cloud layer. 
Cloud offers elasticity of network and computational resources and thus IoT device data is 

offloaded, analyzed, processed, computed and stored for further analysis [110]. 

The centralized cloud IoT model is shown in Figure 14. This model has for long been utilized 

successfully for IoT applications. Such IoT applications might not be very restricted in terms 

of latency requirements and therefore centralized cloud is well suited in such cases where data 

can be stored for long-term analysis. However, with the evolution of technology, there is a clear 

need for IoT application with delay-critical requirements such as healthcare, smart vehicles, 

and industrial (IIoT). Therefore, cloud-IoT based architecture faces various limitations and 

vulnerabilities in terms of latency, bandwidth congestion and privacy.  
End-devices generate massive amount of sensitive data which is computed in the   

centralized cloud server. This generated data remains at traditional server for future analysis in 

the distant data centres attracted for various attacks such as man in the middle, service denial, 

data sniffing etc. Furthermore, IoT devices increase the bandwidth due to data propagation 

through various hops in the network and reach the   centralized server lower the overall network 

system. Edge paradigm has been introduced recently to address and overcome some of the 

major limitations in the traditional cloud IoT paradigm [110].  
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Figure 14. Traditional Cloud-IoT Model. 

 

3.1.2 Edge Cloud-IoT Model 

The collaboration between edge network and IoT architecture reduces the size of required 

physical infrastructure and virtual distance, supports scalability and is more secure as compared 

to traditional cloud computing architecture. Figure 15 illustrates the Edge IoT model, which 

allows to reduce the processing burden on traditional cloud by performing some of the data 

processing and computations at access layer and therefore closer to the end-users. In addition 

to this, edge also contains cloud server computing, which means it is also convenient to store 

the data, which is frequently used and highly crucial for decision-making at the edge layer [12].  
Edge network is considered as the middle tier connecting centralized cloud to the 

device/local layer. Therefore, this model is very efficient as compared to the traditional IoT 

model to handle the end IoT devices data by providing part of cloud services and functionalities 

at the edge. This model is very much suitable for real-time latency sensitive IoT applications 

such as video streaming, online gaming, e-health applications etc [12][25].  
However, this model has some challenges in terms of connectivity, latency and user data 

privacy as the generated data moves from local layer to access layer where user data could be 

exploited. In the case, the connection with edge is lost; it can interrupt the process requiring 

highly critical information from the edge. 
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Figure 15. Edge-IoT Model. 

 

 

3.2 Proposed Model: Local Edge IoT Model 

A path initiated towards the paradigm shift is presented in our previous project [40], in the 

relationship between people and digital world. The intelligent environment formed by the 

digital world provides all the information, tools, and services around users need in their daily 

life.  To achieve the above-mentioned goal, three-tier model is presented in Figure 16 to 

overcome the issues such as high-latency, network load, vulnerabilities to network occurs 

between distant computation devices and data sources end-devices. This model integrates the 

cutting-edge ideas and models discussed in the previous section in a novel way. However, 

bringing EC capacity within local IoT nodes is useful in several case scenarios. As, IoT nodes 

cannot be used to support full-function MEC host, due to hardware-constraint. Therefore, for 

better IoT environment, it is important to research alternate decentralized solutions [45]. 

Our model aims to reduce computational and the network load at EC and CC by moving 

computation at locally at the IoT device/local layer. This model is more reliable in terms of 

providing end-to-end connectivity with the local serving node. We have used real-time video-

based automated controlling of wood harvester as use-case where video feed are processed at 

local layer, edge layer and core layer according to the application complexity to optimize and 

evaluate the overall network performance. In this model, local layer in IoT will provide the 
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flexibility/feasibility to scale at the local networks, which makes it easier to add or remove any 

microservice functionalities in the network. In order to take local decisions and quick response 

time, virtualized-based microservices, which composed of limited set of functions, utilize the 

local node resources. In order to compute complex application services, sources data is moved 

to the more computational capacity edge or traditional server for quick data analysis.  

However, later in section, to examine the feasibility of the model, this thesis present a PoC 

implementation utilizing iFogSim simulator.  

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 16. Local Edge Computing Model. 

 

Figure 17 illustrates the application processing among various components in the local edge 

IoT model discussed above. First, in physical component, fog devices act like cloud data center 

in CC, edge server in EC, and local node such as sensors and actuators in local edge computing 

by offering computing, storage, and network resources. In each network layer, fog device is 

designed with different attributed of instruction execution rate and power consumption (busy 

and idle resources) which represent its hardware capacity and energy efficiency. Lower fog 

device as sensors generate tuples (task in MI) is guided by events and the time between creating 

two tuples is fixed by deterministic distribution which is referred to its sensing interval. 

In the next phase, AppModule, AppEdge and AppLoop are created. Logical components 

contain applications, modules (AppModules) and application edges (AppEdges). Distributed 
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application is promoted by considering a set of interdependent AppModules features defined 

the dependency between two modules. AppModules is mapped with VMs, and AppEdges 

defines the logical flow (task complexity, CPU, network length, and source and destination 

module direction) between two VMs. Each AppModule (VM) execution depends on a specific 

type of tasks coming from dataflow predecessor AppModule (VM). In the meantime, with given 

specification on AppEdge objects different types of tuples are created.   

Finally, management component comprised Controller and Module Mapping objects are 

initiated. According to the AppModules requirement, the Module Mapping entity defines and 

identifies available resources required for a particular application task and place them in the fog 

device using scheduling and AppModule placement policy in each network layer. The module 

is placed in the processing fog device in each network layer.  Controller used application 

placement policy information followed by Module Mapping object and launch AppModules on 

the fog devices in local edge, access layer and core layer upon submission of application. Later, 

Controller is responsible to gather performance parameters results in terms of network usage, 

power consumption, and end-to-end latency from the fog devices and submit the whole system 

to the CloudSim engine for simulation. 

Control algorithm allows the monitoring module to record the resources used by fog devices 

in each network layer and forward to the resource management entity to meet application level 

QoS. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 17. High-level view of component interaction. 
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Table 1 shows the comparison of relevant IoT paradigm related to the thesis models.  Local 

edge computing model is proposed, after analyzing the attributes of CC, FC and EC.   

 

Table 1. Attributed of CC, FC, EC and LEC paradigm [60]. 

Attributes Cloud 

Computing 

Fog Computing Edge 

Computing 

Local Edge 

Computing 

Hardware 
Large-Scale data 

centers with 

devices with 

virtualization 

capacity 

Devices with 

virtualization 

capacity (switches, 

servers etc.) 

Edge devices 

with 

computing 

capability 

IoT devices 

(e.g. smart 

phones, home 

appliances 

devices, 

sensors etc.) 

Service Type Global Less global Between global 

and Local 

Local 

Standardization NIST, OCC, 

CSA etc. 

OpenFog 

Consortium, IEEE 

_ _ 

Type of 

Application 

Ample 

Computation 

High Computation 

with low latency 

Low latency 

computation 

Distributed 

processing on 

IoT devices 

Architecture Centralized/ 

Hierarchical 

Decentralized/ 

Hierarchical 

Localized/ 

distributed 

Localized/ 

distributed 

Availability High High Average Low 

Latency Relatively high Low Low Moderate 

Security Must be provided 

along cloud-to-

things continuum 

Must be provided 

on participant 

nodes 

Must be 

provided on 

edge devices 

must be 

provided on 

IoT devices 

Power 

Consumption 

High Medium Low Low 

Hardware 

Connectivity 

WAN WAN, LAN, 

WLAN, Wifi, 

Cellular 

Wan, LAN, 

WLAN, 

Zigbee 

LAN, 

Bluetooth, Wi-

Fi, cellular, 

Zigbee 

Internet 

Connectivity 

Must be 

connected to the 

internet for the 

duration of 

services 

Can operate 

autonomously with 

no or intermittent 

Internet 

connectivity 

Can operate 

autonomously 

with no or 

intermittent 

Internet 

connectivity 

Can operate 

with low or 

intermittent 

Internet 

connectivity 

Available 

computing 

resources 

High Moderate Moderate Limited 
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4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

This section discussed the simulation tool to model the different IoT model for real-time and 

non-real-time applications. The selected simulator is proposed in order to evaluate the 

performance and efficiency of three different IoT based models that are defined in section 2 

and 3. These models include: i) traditional cloud-IoT model, ii) a MEC-based edge-cloud-IoT 

model, and iii) a local edge-cloud-IoT model. 
 

4.1 Simulation Environment 

To realize the full potential of local edge computing together with IoT networks for real-time 

analytic, several key performance factors, such as energy consumption, latency and network 

usage need to be considered. The details about each of these performance metrics have been 

presented in the previous section.  
 

4.1.1 Relevant simulation tools 

In this section, different relevant simulations tools are discussed that can model and evaluate 

cloud-fog-edge-IoT computing architectures for various network parameters. 
Dastjerdi et el [94] suggested resource management and scheduling techniques which 

include load balancing, resource distribution and migration for fog and edge computing at the 

software-level to enable real-time analytics. To evaluate and understand fog and edge systems 

and remove counterproductive policies and tactics , low cost simulation provide best solution 

as commercial providers/network providers do not share the network infrastructure to third 

parties to above techniques and build a prototype/test bed is both challenging, expensive, 

resource-intensive and time-consuming [95].  
NS-2, TOSSIM, EmStar, OMNeT, and Avrora are the simulators to simulate traditional 

network infrastructure in the early stage, in order to develop and test network protocols. These 

simulators are not suitable for fog and edge computing environment [97].  

To evaluate the performance, there are a number of simulators that to evaluate cloud-IoT 

based computing, but fewer are available for evaluating fog and edge computing scenarios [96]. 

To simulate large fog networks, FogNetSim++ provides users with detail configuration options. 

OMNeT++ is an open source tool on which FogNeTSim++ is designed; using OMNeT++ 

extensive library user can simulate network characteristics using discrete event simulations. 

FogNeTSim++ also provide mobility model solutions, handover mechanisms and fog node-

scheduling algorithms. The Article evaluated traffic management system as a use case using 

FogNetSim++ simulator to show the scalability in terms of CPU and memory usage, execution 

time, latency, packet error rate. There are some limitations in FogNetSim++ that it does not 

support VM migration between fog nodes [98][99].  

FogTorch allows fog infrastructure presented by Brogi et al. [100]. FogTorchII is an 

extension of FogTorch [101]. It offers fog computing paradigm deployments, resource 

management modelling in terms of Hardware capabilities (RAM CPU cores and storage) and 

also models software abilities, frameworks, OS etc.). In addition, it offers infrastructure and 

network level modelling and quality of service (QoS) attributes like bandwidth and latency. To 

implement variation in communication links used as inputs, Monte Carlo simulations is used in 

FogTorchII. RAM consumption and Storage shows the percentage indicator as an output in 
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terms of QoS-assurance and fog resource consumption. It has limitations in terms of scalability 

and node mobility.  

 There are various simulations tools for fog and edge computing dynamic infrastructure that 

may not always hold true. To overcome these limitations, few emulation frameworks were 

introduced. EmuFog framework is designed for fog computing scenarios. Fog computing 

infrastructure design can be evaluated by allowing the developers to implement real large-scale 

applications and induced workloads in the network topology using EmuFog [102].  

There are four steps required to implement fog Infrastructure. 

 Network topology is generated through XML file, supporting real-world topology 

datasets.  

 To define a network topology, graph representation is presented where graph nodes 

considered as routers devices and links as a connection between nodes. 

 Fog and edge devices are determined and placed according to the placement policy. 

 Docker containers are running in each fog node for real applications. 

 

 Mayer et al. [102] has proposed EmuFog fog environment emulator. It emulates the 

switches and routers in the Fog infrastructure. However, emulator does not allow mobility and 

scalability between clients and fog nodes.  
Another emulator Fogbed is introduced in [104]. It is an extension of network emulator 

Mininet [70]. Fog and cloud testbed can be built using Fogbed. In, Fogbed emulator, API 

containers can be easily removed, added, and connected from the network topology. 

Furthermore, resource limitation for a container like CPU time and memory available can be 

improved at run-time. However, there are some limitations using this emulator like scalability, 

mobility, security etc. in fog computing aspects. 

Lera at el. [54] proposed a simulator called YAFS for different IoT architecture in Fog 

computing. Author compared the fog nodes performance evaluation in terms of latency, cloud 

and edge policies, network infrastructure with other available fog computing simulators.  
Aazam at el. Illustrate the concept of fog cloud computing and its architecture for low latency 

IoT applications. Author compared the performance metrics such as processing delay, 

processing cost, processing capability and task length using cloud and fog computing 

architecture. CloudSim toolkit and Boston University representative internet topology 

generator (BRITE) network topology presented by researchers in [96].  

Puthal at el. proposed a novel load balancing technique to authenticate the EDCs and find 

less loaded EDCs for task allocation. The proposed load balancing technique is more efficient 

than other existing approaches in finding less loaded EDCs for task allocation. The proposed 

approach not only improved the efficiency of load balancing, it also strengthens the security by 

authenticating the destination EDCs [71]. Khakimov at el. proposed edge computing network 

model structure for fog applications to measure the workload of the network nodes in terms of 

latency, distribution-computing power etc. [105]. 

Edge analytics as a service (EAaaS) is proposed in [106] for IoT devices to promote latency, 

scalability etc. EAaaS introduced to overcome required real-time data analysis , an expensive 

pay-as-you-go model and , traditional cloud IoT analytics services related data privacy concerns 

which is absent at edge side. For external applications, a gateway-side edge analytics agent and 

an edge analytic SDK EAaaS offers RESTful interfaces to enable user to develop node 

integration methods. As a part of Existing RESTful services, authors describe software 

upgradation capabilities and also for utilizing existing analytic models, machine learning is 

used. Everywhere Software framework is a new developed commercial edge-computing 
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platform for IoT gateways by Eurotech. Another source project for edge computing paradigm 

is EdgeX [107]. 

EdgeCloudSim is proposed in [108] for edge computing environment. With EdgeCloudSim, 

both computational, network resources and simulation modelling can be covered. As iFogSim, 

EdgeCloudSim is also reliant on CloudSim. It also helps to simulate and compare the output 

using three tier IoT models. One of the main advantage of EdgeCloudSim is support mobility 

between end devices. However, it does not support scalability. 

 

 

4.1.2 Selected simulation tool 

Bhuyya et el. [109] introduced iFogSim simulation tool where resource management modelling 

and scheduling techniques can be implemented in different models of IoT computing paradigm. 

It is based on Java as a tool for simulation of fog, edge and local networks. iFogSim use 

Distributed data flow (DDF) models.  

The key reason to choose iFogSim for simulation is that it offers a hierarchical structure, 

which helps to place the application at different layers in the network [109]. It is the further 

extension of CloudSim simulator by including various additional features/ options to place the 

application at fog/edge layer or even on the local level with some modification using iFogSim. 
iFogSim allows to simulate real-time IoT based applications, processing in Fog/Edge 

environment and measure resource and network management metrics such as latency, cost, 

networking congestion, energy consumption. Simulation is carried out by using IIoT use-case 

(video-based remote control) on the simulators and compare various computational resources 

for three IoT models.  
 

 

4.1.3 Hardware Specifications 

This thesis has simulated hardware setup for the entire system to fulfil use-case scenario. 

Network design setup for three-tier IoT model requires traditional cloud data center, edge node, 

access point, and surveillance camera. Hierarchal level describes the directly connected devices 

from cloud to surveillance camera. Table 2 shows the configuration of the devices to design a 

fully functional scenario.  

 

Table 2. Tentative physical requirements in PoC implementation. 

Devices Hierarchal level CPU(GHz) Power (max-idle) 

Watt 

Up/Down Link 

Cloud datacentre 0 3 650-150 100 Gbps 

Edge Device 1 3 350-112 10 Gbps 

Access Point 2 3 12.5-2 1 Gbps 

Surveillance 

Camera 

3 1.2 4.1-0.66 500 mbps 

 

 

Figure 18 illustrates the network design topology for three tier IoT models using iFogSim 

simulator. To implement the use-case, the application is placed and processed at each layer to 

test the overall performance of the network system. With iFogSim, physical entities are created 

and their capabilities and configuration are specified which include sensors, actuators, nodes 
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and cloud VM. In addition, the links connected between the entities are described in the table 

2. 

 

 
Figure 18. iFogSim design topology for three tier-IoT models using JSON [110]. 

 

 

4.1.4 Performance Metrics 

This thesis measures the performance evaluations and resource efficiency for each of three IoT 

models. Following are some of the key performance factors, which should be considered while 

analysing the performance of overall application. 
 

 Latency: Latency refers to the degree of end-end delay between the time a transfer of a 

data stream is requested and the actual time when the requestor starts to receive data 

[110].  
 

 Energy consumption: The energy consumption due to the effects of data forwarding, 

computation, and data storage at each network layer [110]. The power consumption of 

overall network can be expressed as: 

ET = EC + EE + EL   (1) 

 

Hence, EC, EE and EL belongs to energy consumption at local, edge and core layers plus 

energy of the links between the nodes respectively. 
 

 Network usage: The network usage can be referred as the utilization of each of three 

network layers in the application. It can also referred to the number of packets (KB) that 

are transmitted across the communication network layers. The network usage increases 

with the increase of the number of data processing and network devices [110].  
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4.1.5 Use-case: Video-based vehicle remote control 

The real-time video based automated remote controlling of wood harvester is used in our 

scenario. Video cameras are installed on each side of the wood harvester to record capture and 

send the video for processing to the node where video feed control algorithm and intelligent 

video recognition is deployed. The control algorithm is stored on a cloud data center, on a MEC 

server or on a local computer, depending on the architecture model used. 
One of the main considerations in the use case situation is latency, i.e. the video stream and 

control messages will be transmitted in less time. Local and edge computing mainly regards to 

delay aspect. Therefore, in video-based vehicle remote control use-case, we are analyzing three-

tier IoT model in this thesis to compare and evaluate on various performance metrics in terms 

of end-to-end latency, power consumption and network usage. Figure 19 illustrates the video-

based vehicle remote control. There are five surveillance cameras are used which feed video 

and process the data locally than it can move to the edge IoT model for processing and in the 

last it is being computed and processed at the traditional IoT model. 

 

 

 
Figure 19. Use Case: Harvester Wood Cutting Video Surveillance. 

 

4.2 Results 

To verify the presented local edge computing paradigm model in the previous sections, the use-

case application “Automated Harvester Wood Cutting Video Surveillance” was implemented 
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and evaluated in three tier IoT models by running simulations using iFogSim tool. To evaluate 

and compare the performance of each tier model, some parameters such as end-to-end latency, 

power consumption, and network usage are considered. Following sections illustrate the results.  

  

4.2.1 End-to-End Latency 

End-to-end latency is measured (millisecond, ms) vs task (million instructions, MI) as shown 

in the Figure 20 by placing control algorithm for different models at each layers of the IoT edge 

cloud architecture. The complexity of the control algorithm increases as the number of MI 

increases along other simulation parameters. With a less complex task (complexity below 

100000MI) processed at each IoT model, local-edge-model shows promising results compared 

to other cloud and edge-IoT model. This can be seen where the green and red curves intersect 

in Figure 20. Edge IoT model provide lowest end-to-end latency as the complexity increase 

between 100000 MI and 600000 MI, placing control algorithm at edge IoT models is more 

suitable. 

Core layer server shows better results in a term of end-to-end latency with complexity above 

600000 MI. In Figure 20, the intersection of blue and red curves shows where core server end-

to-end latency surpasses the edge server. The algorithm is most optimal to be run at the cloud 

IoT model. As the core server have more computational capacity than edge and local servers 

Figure 20. In general, the algorithm’s ideal location depends on its complexity, i.e. the 

computing resources it requires computing the task at hand [110]. 

 

 

 
Figure 20. Comparing end-to-end Latency in three-tier models [110]. 

 

 

4.2.2 Power Consumption 

The power consumption for different IoT models vs the processing/computation where the 

algorithm is placed on different layers of the IoT edge cloud architecture described in the Figure 
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21.Cloud IoT model consumed total power 719.6W and Edge-Cloud-IoT model total consumed 

568.9W, which, is 28.9%, less than cloud IoT model. In Local Edge IoT model total consumed 

308.2W, which is 57 percent lesser than cloud IoT model. 

The network activity and computational load imposes 478 W power consumption to the core 

layer, when the processing takes place at a cloud server, When the computation takes place at 

a cloud server, the network activity (including network load on the core network infrastructure) 

and computational (including network and computational load on the server) load imposes 478 

W power consumption to the core layer, edge layer and local layer consumed 219.3 W  and 

22.3 W power which, comprise only network load on the access network and local network 

infrastructure. 

The capturing node is the same local node in all scenarios connected to the same local router 

in each scenario results excluding the power consumption of capturing the video and thus its 

consumption remains integral between the scenarios. When processing takes place at the edge 

server, including network load and edge server computation load, access layer consumed 397 

W, local layer consumed 21.9 W (including local layer network load) and core layer devices 

remain idle, consume 150 W. Local server consume 46.2W power, when processing takes place 

at local layer which comprised network and processing load on local layer components. Core 

and edge layer consume 150 W and 112 W in idle mode. 

 The impact of running the algorithm on different layers can be clearly seen in results. The 

simple rule tends to be: The more the video feed is evaluated from the capturing node, the more 

power is used. This is clarified more by the scenario's data-intensive design, where the raw 

video feed needs to be sent to the processing node and the longer the path, the more power is 

consumed. With low capacity-constrained local nodes and networks, high capacity-nodes and 

network devices are more power hungry [110]. 
 

 
Figure 21. Comparing power consumption in three-IoT models [110]. 

 

4.2.3 Network Usage 

Figure 22 describes the network usage for three different IoT models, when the number of 

transferred bytes per send is evaluated. We used full HD video in our scenario resulting in 

approximately 3.47 MB/s network usage through network devices along the route including 
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control traffic. In Figure 22, local edge model consume less network usage as compared to 

cloud and edge IoT model. Local node process the video locally, so the video remain between 

capturing and processing node results only control traffic is used by core and access layers. On 

the other hand , video processing at edge IoT model, only control traffic takes place at core 

layer , while video delivery use the network load to both local and access layers. In the last, 

analyzed video feed needs to be delivered all the way to the traditional server, when the 

processing takes place at the cloud IoT model [110]. 

 

 
Figure 22. Comparing Network Usage in three-IoT model [110]. 

 

 

 

 

4.2.4 Comparison with existing work  

Table 3 illustrates the comparison of existing work with this thesis using three-tier IoT models. 

Muhammad et al. [77] simulated smart city scenario with a different number of end-devices 

using iFogSim simulator. Author measured and compared performance metrics such as RAM 

utilization and simulation time using cloud-fog network topology application placement policy. 

Muhammad et al. [62] evaluated the performance of the use-case scenario online game called 

EEG by considering cloud and fog based IoT models using metrics time, energy, cost, and 

network usage. Sarkar et al. [59] used intelligent security surveillance application using a 

surveillance camera. This work compared and computed various performance parameters such 

as overall latency, execution cost, and energy consumption at traditional cloud and fog IoT 

models.  None of the above papers have considered the computation/processing at very extreme 

edge/mist. Furthermore, this thesis utilized the capabilities of local tier along with others. 

Therefore, a new tier of network layer is focused to enhance the overall efficiency of the 

network system, which was not considered by the authors in Table 3 using iFogSim Simulator 

called local/mist computing. The same performance metrics are evaluated as highlighted in the 

above paper, however, we have considered the novel IoT edge layer as well [110]. 

 

Table 3. Comparison of existing work with this thesis using three-tier IoT models. 
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Network This Thesis 

[110] 

Muhammad 

[77] 

Muhammad 

[62] 

Sarkar 

 [59] 

Traditional 

cloud only 

 

 

Yes 
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Yes 

 

Yes 

Edge 

computing 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Mist 

Computing 

Yes No No No 
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5 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The findings of our simulation evaluation using video-based automated wood harvester use-

case provide valuable aspects on the usage of local edge computing for IoT-applications of the 

next decade. For modelling complex IoT domain, iFogSim simulator tool is chosen. iFogSim 

meet several design objectives: attributes of cloud, edge and sensor customized configuration, 

policies, and application placement during the simulation.  

This thesis introduces a three tier IoT model where local layer including sensors and 

actuators is mainly focused for processing the end-devices data locally. However, mist 

computing or extreme edge is not yet considered as a computing layer in the existing research 

papers, therefore, unfiltered generated data is propagated to the fog and centralized cloud server 

to make-decision. However, this thesis brings the computation at extreme edge which is 

considered as a novel approach. 

 To achieve satisfactory results, hosting computational resources on end-devices, likely in 

the local layer, is an optimal solution with regard to end-to-end latency, resources consumption 

and performance. For less complex application tasks, edge and traditional cloud-IoT models 

provide more than 100ms end-to-end latency, because of a large distance between end-nodes 

which, is not tolerable for fast-pace applications, however, the proposed model is most suitable 

in this situation to provide less than 100ms end-to-end latency which can be clearly seen in the 

Figure 20. In Figure 21 and Figure 22, proposal local edge-IoT computing, reduce the network 

usage and power consumption compared with two existing IoT models. Our experiment 

involves five IoT devices (surveillance camera), however, adding more end-devices, the 

primary results remain the same. Thus, just to mention a few, potential end-devices e.g. inside 

factory building, surveillance cameras, home and vehicles including plane, private car and local 

trains, smart TVs can be used at enterprise premises for local computation. This model provides 

low latency, on device processing, data offloading, as well as storage for trusted-computing and 

data privacy. Local edge model can enable virtual reality (VR) and online-gaming applications 

will utilize the enhanced user experience by sending reliable data to edge computing and reduce 

the network usage and power consumption.  

This thesis should be viewed as the foundation as Local Edge IoT is a new and emerging 

area of study for the researchers concerned to further address numerous obstacles to the 

centralized cloud IoT model, such as data security and privacy. This work can also be helpful 

in recognizing and describing the criteria while actual proof-of-concept (PoC) implementation 

of local Edge-IoT platform. In addition, considering node mobility in the simulation will be 

more useful to see the system’s performance by analysing the impact on end-to-end latency, 

execution time, number of services executed and cost (network and computational). 

In addition, there is another open challenge for Local edgeIoT due to limited capacity 

devices; researchers should introduce new resource management policies to find how to get 

extra bit of battery life by considering the migration based on device battery life. Artificial 

Intelligence is also an emerging technique which should be used to explore the local edge 

paradigm using dynamic and automated processing and data computing policies in order to 

enhance the network system overall efficiency.  

This thesis research topic can be considered as the base for advanced research in the direction 

of delay-critical IoT applications, where only traditional IoT models are not sufficient to 

achieve these goals. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

The primary goal of this thesis was to compare and analyze our novel three-tier EdgeIoT model, 

introduced in our previous articles [39], [40] against the traditional Cloud IoT and MEC-based 

two-tier Edge IoT models, with respect to latency, energy-efficiency and communication-

efficiency. To simulate these three-tier IoT models for the IIoT video surveillance application 

use-case, iFogSim simulation tool is used. With the assumption that the nodes at the local layer 

have sufficient computational capacity, tasks handling locally shows optimal results regarding 

energy and communication efficiency can be seen clearly in the results. iFogSim simulation 

platform is used to simulate these three IoT models for the video surveillance application.  

As local devices are normally very capacity-constrained in most IoT scenarios, it is 

unfeasible to perform all the computation locally. Access network level is also called MEC 

where edge computing take place in the next phase for operation. MEC can handle relatively 

complex computation easily than local node will take for processing and provide low end-to-

end latency with relatively more computing capacity as shown in the results. MEC computing 

models shows optimal results in data sensitive situation than traditional cloud server model in 

terms of both communication and energy efficiency. MEC can handle delay and mission-critical 

tasks to avoid the overload situation at MEC level, as the demand in real world is extremely 

fluctuation and MEC restricted capabilities. 

 However, due to limited processing capacities nodes of local and edge layers, traditional 

cloud IoT model provide low energy and network efficiency particularly in computation 

intensive scenarios for less latency sensitive tasks should be performed on   centralized cloud 

servers. For extremely complex computation activates, traditional cloud model is considered 

most performing tier with rest to end-to-end latency, as lower-tier nodes takes more time in 

computation latency than the   centralized cloud server end-to-end latency. 

The advantages of our three-tier EdgeIoT model are, according to the findings, undeniable. 

The benefits of all three available computational tiers allow optimization into account, and, 

therefore, application based requirements and system resources, allows optimized results with 

rest to reliability, performance and efficiency [110]. 
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